
Positive letters and negative 
letter design



Simply put, positive space is best described as 

the areas in a work of art that are the subjects, 

or areas of interest. Negative space is area 

around the subjects, or areas of interest.

Take a look at the image 

For example, do you see faces or a vase?

If you are seeing a vase, then you are seeing 

the white area as the positive space. The black 

areas become the negative space. If you are 

seeing faces, then you are seeing the black 

areas as the positive space, and the white area 

as the negative space.



Positive and negative space play an important role in determining the overall composition in 
a work of art.  By understanding positive and negative space and applying your knowledge, 

you can become more successful in designing your compositions.

The interplay between positive and negative space is essential to create visual interest and good 
composition. Positive and negative space can build the following elements in a design:

● Rhythm: Positive and negative space create a sense of rhythm and movement through patterns and 
repetitions. Alternate positive and negative space in your works to help the viewer’s eye navigate the 
piece.

● Balance: Negative space balances out positive space so that a visual piece does not overwhelm 
viewers. Positive space is where the busy action is, while the negative space is a quiet area. The use 
of negative space can also help draw attention to the main focus of the work.

● Focus: A work does not have to be busy to be effective. A composition with a high amount of negative 
space may be simpler than one with more positive space. Still, the negative space allows the viewer 
to interpret and appreciate the focal point quickly.

● Dimension: When creating three-dimensional drawings or paintings on a two-dimensional surface, 
negative space around the main subject makes it pop and adds dimension.



Assignment
Using 2 different letters create a positive space design and a 

negative space design



In illustrator create a document

Choose custom

And 

8 in by

8 in 



Choose you 
rectangletool

And give it a fill!



Create a 
square shape 
that fills the 
entire canvas



window> 
layers

Create a 
new layer

Using 
your text 
tool type a 
letter



In the character window

Choose a font and 
change the size to as 
large as it can go



Now choose the black 
selection tool and click 
on it to select it



Type> create outlines



Using your selection 
tool scale and place 
your letter so that it 
goes off at least one 
side of the canvas.

Look to create 
shapes in the 
negative space





Use your direct selection 
tool to click and adjust the 
anchor points of the letter 
to customize your letter

You can use the warp tool 
to help shape the letter



You can also use the 
transform tool to help 
space the letter



window > pathfinder



Using your selection 
tool, select both the 
letter and the 
rectangle

Then choose the 
exclude button on the 
pathfinder window



Now take the direct 
selection tool and delete 
the extra overhang 
pieces



Now choose what 
you want to focus 
on in this design… 
the positive space 
or negative.

Color which space 
you want to focus 
on



Save your 
design



Now create a second one the same way  but this time 
focus and design the opposite space  than the one you just 
did



You are only 
responsible for 
creating two 
examples 

These are some 
examples here


